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Editorial

Wildebeest Generation was born with the idea of   making known and deepening in the world of 
Galician free culture, dealing with issues related to this concept, such as: 
free software, free hardware, content under Creative Commons licenses, without forgetting the 
people and groups that work and collaborate in these �elds.

Wildebeest Generation is a digital publication, but above all it is a meeting point for people 
wanting to publicize these free worlds, people with diverse interests such as music, 
photography, painting, audiovisual creation, the business world, programming, robotics and a 
long etcetera.

The contents of Wildebeest Generation are released with the free license Creative Commons 
Attribution - Share Equal, so you are free to use them for whatever you want, always 
mentioning the authorship and publishing the new work under the same type of license.

In this issue 00 as a presentation, we will �nd a brief history about the GNU movement, we 
analyze the business world that uses free software, we know the most important Galician 
event related to the programming language R, we investigate which is the best free license for 
the programmers. 
We know a podcaster that spreads free culture, we learn about the game Go, we started a 
series of articles to release your smartphone and another series about audio editing in linux, 
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we released several photographic and artistic works and most importantly, we started to know 
the fantastic team of editors that is behind Wildebeest Generation.

Editor J. L.
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Thanks to all the people who helped in this publication, especially:

Bárbara Román - Contributor and translator of the publication. Legal consultant for technology 

Collaborators

 Bárbara Román
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companies at NoLegalTech and mother of dragons. Podcaster at NoLegalTech Radio.

Elena Salado - Collaborator and designer of GNU Generation. Draftsman, helpdesk, amateur 
designer and looking for a job as a web application developer.

https://www.librebit.com/

 Elena Salgado

 Librebit

 NOlegaltech
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huangho - # about me: import PATH=PATH$:learn/use/enjoy/analyze export 
PATH=PATH$:teach/share/enharce/bin
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Carlos Rodríguez - Manager of Librebit. It is part of the Galician Network of Cybersecurity. He 
directs Computer Systems Administration projects. He is certi�ed as a professional 
LibreO�ce migrant

María José Ginzo - Mathematician, statistics and software developer, mainly with R for 

From a room without windows 

Brief history of the background of the initial gnu generation

Business that do <<not come out of the closet>> 

Opinion article, where the Free Software ecosystem is analyzed
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statistical analysis

Rafa Couto - AKA caligari. Developer and sysadmin of Free Software and GNU / Linux 
systems. He enrolls in all wars (with the rank of sapper and programmer) related to the FLOSS 
and OpenHW

Jorge Lama - confessed geek, podcasting producer, wanting to become Content curator. 

R User Days in Galicia 

MIT or GPL, that's the question 

If you use Free Software, support and believe that it is the best option for software in the 
future and you are also a software developer, you have no excuses not to release with a Free 
Software license.
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Defender of Free Culture

Jose Manuel Sendín (kuartillo) - Lawyer, geek of law and technology issues.Defender of free 
software and free access to culture

 People disseminating free culture, Juan Febles 

Series of articles to make known individuals and groups, that help in the diffusion or 
collaborate in a signi�cant way in the free culture.

 Ready, steady….GO  

We are going to talk about Arti�cial Intelligence and how a game, the Go, was the perfect 
excuse to achieve its improvement.
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Miguel Ángel Rodríguez Muíños - Computer Technician by profession. Errant knight of Free 
Software by vocation and amateur musician by hobby

Alejandro Rodríguez Antolín - Degree in Musicology and Master in Music and Performing Arts 
from the Autonomous University of Madrid. Guitarist and enthusiast of everything related to 
music, technology and Metal

Repositories of Free Software on Android 

Android Lab  
Is Android free software?

Professional audio editing with Linux 

Introduction: Latency, Kernel RT (lowlatency) and Jack
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Elsa Martínez - She only works for the love of art. Look for poetry in the everyday and the 
ineffable in painting

Guillermo Garabatos - Globetrotter, professional transport traveler, with the rank of �rst o�cer 
in welding, passionate about animals and photography

Free drawings 

Drawings released by the author under free licenses Creative Commons

Free photographs 

Photos released by the author under free licenses Creative Commons
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Being in contact with competing companies and especially those that are more collaborative 
allows me to know more about the technologies they use to offer their products and services. 
It's Free Software, to a greater or lesser extent, they use Free Software, but not all of them 
say,"they don't want to come out of the closet", yet.
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CC0 Creative Commons - https://pixabay.com/es/hacker-internet-tecnologia-1569744/

The Free Software ecosystem is very diverse. There are people who generate the code, they 
are the people who develop that software; others translate it and adapt it to the culture of each 
place, they are localization (l10n); there are also people who use and report the errors to 
improve it and subject it to different situations, it would be the team of quality; others are 
design people and make those graphs, icons, or drawings that use the software; and so many 
more people. In general they are people, individuals who meet periodically to make these 
important "stays" where they exchange their experiences, face and project the future of a tool 
for the simple motivation to do something better for the world and give it to them freely.

They share knowledge and ask for nothing in return.

This ecosystem also has its needs, it is people who eat, some have families and above all it 
get aroused by Free Software and would love to live from it. They're people who love what they 
do. They are called "anti-system" because they do not understand the standard capitalist 
world....

There are two things that unite exploiters companies and the Free Software Community: 
source code and money. Of course, each with an antagonistic approach but after all, both 
need them to survive.
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CC0 Creative Commons - https://pixabay.com/es/p%C3%A1gina-web-htlm-c%C3%B3digo-
programaci%C3%B3n-2341973/

The exploiting companies, those that use the code and don't recognize it, have negative karma, 
they don't contribute anything to the Community but they pro�t from Free Software (so that 
later they say it is free). This Community in turn sins of hippie and doing things for the 
"common good" when it should be more demanding with the use made of its developments.

Companies are the ones that generate wealth, but this must be well directed towards the 
Free Software Community that generates the resources that are exploited.

How to improve the karma of companies? 
In many ways. From simply sponsoring Free Software events (not just Open Source) to hiring 
those community people who love the sel�ess work they do. Talent is scarce and demand is 
very high. Having those people on your computer who enjoy what they do is the best gift you 
can give to the Free Software Community.

Carlos Rodríguez García 
Presidente de AGASOL 
presidencia@agasol.gal
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 The window of Eros

AUTHOR: Elsa Martínez  
TECHNIQUE: Drawing in ink and pastel pencil with digital treatment  
DATE: 2018 
LICENSE: Creative Commons BY - SA 4.0  
 
*Drawing inspired by a sculpture by Luigi Pampaloni at the Accademia Gallery in Florence.
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 The window of Eros - Elsa Martínez - CC BY-SA 4.0

Drawing the Psyche

TECHNIQUE: Drawing in ink and pastel pencil with digital treatment 
DATE: 2018 
LICENSE: Creative Commons BY - SA 4.0 
 
*Drawing inspired by sculpture located in the Basilica of Sano Miniato al Monte in Florence.
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Grasshopper

Title: Playing Hide and Seek 

In the home garden in the morning, I usually take a walk with the camera to see if there are any 
surprises; and what I often �nd, are these curious grasshoppers, although it would be more 
appropriate the adjective timid, whenever they embrace something and the camera points to 
them, they are turning in a way that I leave these images. They always make you smile at those 
times.
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Xogando ás agachadas - Guillermo Garabatos - 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Xogando_as_agachadas-
Guillermo_Garabatos.jpg#/media/File:Xogando_as_agachadas-Guillermo_Garabatos.jpg

File with the maximum resolution in Wikimedia Commons: 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Xogando_as_agachadas-
Guillermo_Garabatos.jpg#/media/File:Xogando_as_agachadas-Guillermo_Garabatos.jpg 

Ladybug

Title: Looking for textures 

The restlessness for the small things of the nature, takes to me to make photos of this type; a 
little ladybug on top of a cloverleaf, yes, the clover leaves really look silky
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Buscando texturas - Guillermo Garabatos - 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Buscando_texturas-
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File with the maximum resolution in Wikimedia Commons: 
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Bee

Title: Gold bath 

This photo has a considerable waiting time. If we consider the size of the �ower, a dandelion, 
we get the idea of the size of the insect and the detail of the small things that are achieved 
with macro photography
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Caterpillar

Title: The beauty of the strange 

This nocturnal butter�y caterpillar; I met her on one of the morning walks in one of the mounts 
of the municipality of Toques, camou�aged in a leaf of a young oak tree. It was amazing how 
complicated it was to distinguish it; After a long time observing her, in motion she gained in 
beauty, then the snapshot will always be more striking
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Is Android free software?

Android is an operating system, currently developed by Google, which is installed on millions 
of devices such as smartphones, tablets, smartwatches, televisions, etc. Although it is based 
on the Linux Kernel, Android has proprietary components so it is not free software (or at least 
not in its entirety).
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To de�ne the scenario we are in and about, let's say we have a device with a working version of 
Android installed (this is the typical case when we buy an Android device). That device is ready 
to work but may not have all the software we need and we will have to resort to installing it 
later. The applications that can be used in Android are based on a package management 
system that allows us to automate the process of installation, con�guration and updating. 
The name (package management system) is due to the fact that the programs are distributed 
in the form of "packages" (with APK format in the case of Android), encapsulated in a single 
�le that contains the �les necessary for the correct functioning of the program in question and, 
in addition, includes additional information such as version, description, dependencies,...

To install software on Android, simply download the APK �le, run it and follow the instructions 
in the installation process. As this practice seems risky (anyone can send us an untested APK 
that can produce undesirable effects in our system) Google has implemented a software 
"shop" from which we can download the programs we need (some free and others paid) in a 
simple way and from a controlled and secure environment (presumably). 
This "shop" is called the Google Play Store (https://play.google.com/store). The Google Play 
Store is more than just a software repository. It is a digital software distribution platform (for 
Android devices) and an online store that offers us other types of "products" such as �lms, 
music, books,...
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Image:  https://play.google.com/store 

Is Google Play a free software repository?

Google Play Store is indeed a repository of software (among other things, as we have 
mentioned) but, for the most part, the software it contains is proprietary, even the free 
software it offers does not allow you to download the fonts. So the answer is NO; Google Play 
is NOT a free software repository. In addition, there are other limitations imposed by Google 
that we may not like (such as requiring a gmail account in order to access the Play Store).

What's the alternative, then?

If our intention is to have a repository of programs for Android, which are free software or 
open source and do not require us to "sign up" or have an associated email account, our 
choice should be F-DROID (https://f-droid.org/es/)
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Images:  https://f-droid.org

How to get and install F-Droid?

 F-Droid cannot be downloaded from Google's Play Store, so we will need to go to their 
website, download the APK and install it manually on our system. The download path for the 
latest version is https://f-droid.org/FDroid.apk 

 If we prefer, we can use a QR code to proceed with the download:
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 Once the APK �le has been downloaded, we will proceed to its installation, locating it in the 
corresponding "Downloads" folder and executing it (by clicking on it). For this procedure to 
work, we must �rst tell our device that we allow it to install programs "external" to Google's 
Play Store since, as we have already mentioned, Android by default only lets you install 
software from its own "store". 
To do this, go to SETTINGS, generally in the "Security" section, look for the "Unknown Sources" 
option (allow the installation of applications from other sources than the Play Store) and 
enable it.

 Once installed F-Droid will have access to a complete FOSS (Free and Open Source Software) 
repository containing all types of applications and games. We will also have access to a help 
forum, project documentation, tutorials, etc. They will even explain how to set up our own 
software repository (with repomaker).

 But that's another story....

Next article 
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From a room without windows

 

It sounded compulsively on the radio of that clinic in Manhattan the hit "Mama, he treats your 
daughter mean", while Daniel caressed the baby with the yolk of his trembling �ngers, which 
the smiling nurse had gently placed on the lap of an exhausted and happy Alice. 
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Making of watercolor portrait of young Richard Stallman - CC0 Public Domain - 
https://www.�ickr.com/photos/109663105@N07/19659879343/in/photolist-5zfJf7-vXh2bX

It was not yet known at the time that that future vocational biologist, with a certain talent for 
mathematics and the logical reasoning that would be enrolled in Harvard looking for a degree 
in physics, had to face some of his own co-workers, founders of the now-defunct Symbolics 
Inc¹, to prevent them from taking control of the computers of the MIT Computer Science & 
Arti�cial Intelligence Lab², under the unwieldy corporate tactic of accompanying corrections 
and improvements to the operating system of Lisp³ machines from a clause prohibiting the 
redistribution of these modi�cations, which would inevitably lead, thirty years after the release 
of Ruth Brown's success on September 27,1983, to the �rst stone of the GNU project, which 
sought to create a completely free operating system.
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Symbolics 3600 - https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Symbolics-3600-ports.jpg

A couple of years later the GNU Manifesto was published in which Richard, the son of Alice 
Lippman and Daniel Stallman, stated his intentions and motivations for creating a free 
alternative to the Unix operating system, which he called GNU. A recurrent acronym, such as 
Bing (Bing it's not Google), rea�rming what is not, in this case, it is clear that what is not, is 
UNIX. 

In this writing he also established the disambiguation of the phonics of the name that had 
begun to create controversy among his followers, how do you pronounce GNU? That's how we 
found out about the artifact antelopes. A fascinating species, wonderful actors of cast in the 
documentaries of wild fauna in the summer afternoons, more speci�cally deserves mention 
the connochaetes gnou or black wildebeest. I'm sure Richard Matthew, the vocational 
biologist, would like this statement. 

Other approaches in the above-mentioned declaration laid the foundations of this social 
movement which goes far beyond an operative system and is rooted in the most basic 
principles of the society in which we wish to live, which society we wish to build, which society 
we wish to be, in all the breadth of the verb. 
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And speaking of verbs, in particular the Anglo-Saxon verbs, which as in any other language, 
and this Anglo-Phristian dialect brought to Britannia by the German invaders could not be 
otherwise, tends to the economics of language.

Thus, in the interpretation of words such as' free', there are more than twenty nuances or 
meanings among those who can easily be confused freely and freely. But here we are not 
going to talk about costs, we are talking about freedoms. The freedoms that users and the 
community deserve to have, the freedom to run, copy, exchange, study, modify and improve a 
program. 
But also, as we mentioned before, the current of thought that promotes this freedom of free 
content, of free culture, which is articulated around concepts such as public domain, Creative 
Commons or Copyleft licenses. 

Does it catch your eye? Would you like to know more? Enter with me, step by step on this path, 
and hand in hand with people who have made these noble �ag principles, following the in�nite 
threads of the community, testing, asking questions until we �nd the answers to all our 
concerns throughout a series of articles in which we will delve into free culture and software, 
distributions, free cinema, free music and free hardware. We will learn, and in this way, 
perhaps, only perhaps, but for a moment we will feel the same way.

Notes
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If you use Free Software, support and believe that it is the best option for software in the 
future and you are also a software developer, you don't have many excuses for not releasing 
with a Free Software license. As a side note, note that not only programmers develop Free 
Software: they also provide the documenters, testers, graphic designers, distributors...

The ultimate argument for convincing yourself that you should release the code you have 
developed is this: if you keep the code zealously in the drawer, it is likely to die in the drawer! 
Remember the code you have made and think, as fast as the world of computers is moving 
forward, if it would still be applicable today. Do the exercise of reviewing your private 
repositories and be surprised. As an individual developer there is another interesting reason: 
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 Image "Software licensing diagram according to FSF"

publishing your work is the best resume you can have. There are even companies dedicated 
exclusively to talent hunting examining the code posted on GitHub.

If you run a software development company, you may be wondering why you're going to 
release and let everyone have access to the code.... There are several reasons, but the main 
one is that software consumers appreciate that the programs running on their computers are 
OpenSource (auditable, secure, adaptable). In the case of companies that use your software it 
is essential that they can control their information and that there is no dependence on the 
supplier (you will have to be good at providing the service, nothing more and nothing less). If 
you contract with the administration, there will come a day when it will be a prerequisite that 
software paid for by everyone is for everyone (this is what we citizens must demand!).

Fear that the competition might use it for free.... It's the best thing that can happen to you! You 
create a dependency on your code and they'll have to name you in the credits. Is there a better 
business case? What you have to study is whether it makes sense to release everything you 
develop. Theoretically it's best, but please, if the code is ugly or bad, don't release it! The ideal 
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is to release the code and lead community-based development. Releasing a software that is 
going to be adopted by the community is, at the same time, supporting it and incorporating the 
improvements that external developers can provide and creating a product of guaranteed 
success. If you also free up before the competition, it will be di�cult for someone else to take 
your place or market niche.

By now you should be convinced to release your software and want to know how. Well, it's very 
easy: you only have to use a Free Software or Open Source license. The decision to use an 
Open Source license is always better than the proprietary one, but if you add restrictions on its 
use that prevent it from being Free Software (see the 4 freedoms of the software) it will not be 
welcomed and you may not receive support from the community. This also limits the 
possibility of growing up in a network exponentially and may result in a truly free equivalent 
solution that makes you feel like you've wasted your time.

Within the free licenses you have many to choose from that can be grouped into a permissive 
"MIT" or a viral "GPL". With MIT you would basically give permission to do whatever you want 
with your code (preserving copyright), while with a GPL you also impose an obligation for 
derivative works to remain GPL. If you are purely strict in the de�nition of freedoms you will 
choose MIT but run the risk that someone will use your code and then close it in a proprietary 
solution. On the other hand, with the GPL I would be obliged to produce software licensed also 
under the GPL with the sense that Free Software tends to prevail over proprietary software.
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However, whether it's MIT or GPL, release your code!
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Series of articles to make known individuals and groups, that help in the diffusion or
collaborate in a signi�cant way in the free culture.

 People disseminating free culture, Juan Febles

Today we are talking about Juan Febles.
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Juan is de�ned in his twitter pro�le as Support Teacher, trailrunner, linux user and podcaster. 
Lover of good series and �lms to make think.

Podcasting

As a podcaster, he is involved and collaborates in different projects:

- It has its own podcast called Podcast Linux, where it gives us content designed for home 
users of GNU/Linux who do not need to have great technical knowledge to understand what is 
being talked about, interviews people related to the world of software and free hardware and 
where it also talks about many interesting projects related to free culture, such as Wikimedia.

In the last few months it has also tested hardware, and has several reviews on computers of 
the SlimBook and Vant brand. These brands have gnu/linux distributions installed and tested 
on their computers, so they are a good choice for a linux user;)
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You can �nd their podcasts on his web, in AVPodcast and in archive.org always under the 
name of Podcast Linux. And also through the subscription feed 
https://feedpress.me/podcastlinux 

- He started and is also part of a project that I especially like as it is the Linux Marathon, a 
collaborative project of live broadcasts through Free Software. Project that began in 2017 and 
in which many people from different Spanish-speaking countries are collaborating.
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It's pretty cool to listen to their broadcasts, a variety of Hispanic accents from around the 
world.

Videotutorials

Juan Febles also brings knowledge to the community through his video tutorials hosted on 
both his YouTube Podcast Linux channel and archive.org Podcast Linux.
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All his videos are interesting, but I wanted to highlight them especially:

- Audacity course, free software tool for recording and editing sound.

- Podcasting course, (it is very noticeable that I throw for podcasting, isn’t? hehe). A complete 
course where you can learn how to do podcasting with free resources and tools.

- Minino, the lightweight and perfect distro for old equipment..

Telegram Groups and Channels

Juan Febles can be found in different Telegram groups and channels, always contributing, 
collaborating and encouraging people to get involved in free culture:

 - Linux Podcast Channel: https://telegram.me/podcastlinux 
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- Linux Marathon Group: https://telegram.me/maratonlinuxero 

To conclude, Juan Febles is a man involved in the community of free culture who does not 
stop contributing and getting involved in new projects, but what would stand out most from 
him is his affable personality, always with a smile.

Interesting links
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Professional audio editing with Linux

 

Introduction: Latency

The question we must ask ourselves is whether we can approach in a professional way the 
creation, editing and/or production of audio from Linux using only free software.
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In order to adequately answer this question, we must start by considering the (spinous) issue 
of latency. Without getting into overly brainy subjects, we can de�ne audio latency as the time 
between the moment of sound emission and the moment when it is heard. In other words, it is 
a delay between the generation of a sound and the sound itself.

This is a fundamental issue since, although it is not possible to achieve zero latency - we will 
explain it later on -, it is necessary that the existing latency should not be appreciable for the 
human ear or it would be impossible for us to manage the system,"touch" or "interpret" sounds 
in real time.

Let's see, the sound propagates at a velocity of 340 meters per second; that is, if we emit a 
sound at a distance of one meter, it will take less than 3 milliseconds to hear it (speci�cally 2.9 
milliseconds). Under this premise, we realize that any musician assumes some implicit 
latency.
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For example, a guitarist (acoustic) has the sound source at about 40 cm so it will take about 1 
millisecond to hear it. A violinist (he is about 10 cm from his sound source) about 0.3 
milliseconds. An electric guitarist, if he is about 3 meters from the ampli�er, will have to 
endure a latency of 9 milliseconds. 
This example can be made even more complex if we think of a group of several 
instrumentalists playing in different parts of a stage and trying to play all together and in tune. 
But that is not the issue at hand, so we will leave it for a better occasion.

A computer, as we have already said, also has latency but, in this case, it is not due to the 
distance between the transmitter and the receiver, but rather between the sound generation 
and its actual emission. Similarly, in the previous case, there are certain permissible latency 
limits (because they are imperceptible by the human ear). 
We can usually support, for a "real-time" system, a latency of 11 milliseconds.

 Kernel RT (lowlatency)

So how do we deal with the audio latency of a computer running under the GNU/Linux 
Operating System? The answer is simple: using a Kernel RT (lowlatency or low latency)[and, in 
addition, using a sound server, but we'll talk about that later on]. The "normal" Linux kernel is 
multitasking and has a priority control system but we can't interrupt the processes in 
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"anywhere" and that's where latency appears. An RT Kernel controls the priority of the 
processes and is able to manage this latency more e�ciently.

 We can also help to reduce it by using more modern and powerful hardware. If we would like 
to install an RT Kernel on GNU/Linux (for example on a Debian branch dystrom) we should do 
it as follows:

 sudo apt-get install linux-headers-lowlatency1

 sudo apt-get install linux-lowlatency2

 sudo update-grub3

 Jack

Once the RT Kernet is installed, in order to manage incoming and outgoing audio connections 
in our Linux operating system, we will use JACK (Jack Audio Conection Kit, 
http://jackaudio.org/) which is a sound server that provides low latency connections between 
applications.

This is the main screen of QjackCt (https://qjackctl.sourceforge.io/ a graphical interface jack 
that helps us when interacting with the program)
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And this is the con�guration window where we can see (bottom right) that with this 
con�guration is achieved a latency of 5.8 milliseconds (any value below 11 milliseconds is 
more than acceptable).

Having con�gured JACK (this will be dealt with at a later time) we are ready to start working 
with our audio software (compositing, editing, production,...) in our favorite GNU/Linux 
distribution. In fact, there are Linux-speci�c distributions for audio processing at all levels 
(Ubuntu Studio, KXStudio, Musix, AVLinux,...). Both the con�guration of the JACK audio server, 
as well as the choice of the software we want to use and/or the most appropriate distribution 
are topics that we will deal with later.

See you later and don't let the music stop!
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We are going to talk about Arti�cial Intelligence and how a game, the Go, was the perfect
excuse to achieve its improvement.

Ready, steady….GO 

 

We've all heard this sequence of screams before the start of the speed races....well, today 
we're not going to talk about athletics, we're going to talk about Arti�cial Intelligence and how 
a game, Go, was the perfect excuse to achieve its advancement.

Many of you may not know this board game ancestor. According to Wikipedia, GO is a strategy 
game that emerged in China more than 2500 years ago, where it was considered one of the 
four essential arts of its culture. 
The rules of this game are very simple, each player has to surround his opponent's stones with 
his stones, whoever manages to build a bigger area dominated by his stones wins.
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Mastering this game is very complicated because when deciding where to place a stone you 
have to take into account many things, they are not purely mathematical, intuition plays a 
fundamental role in this game, something that was impossible to achieve by the machines... 
until now.

In 2015 the British company Google DeepMind created AlphaGo, an arti�cial intelligence 
software program that plays GO. Never in history was a machine capable of defeating the 
human mind in this game, because as we said, it is not only important to calculate the best 
place to place the stones to cover the rival's stones, intuition plays a fundamental role.

However, the creators of AlphaGo thought that their program would be capable of beating the 
human mind and to prove it they challenged Fan Hui, the best European Go player, the machine 
won without problems.
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Such was the scandal that the defenders of human superiority over the machines took away 
the value of that victory, saying that Fan Hui was not an elite player. 
Then, the creators of AlphaGo challenged Lee Sedol, today's best Go player. Lee accepted the 
challenge with the hope of winning the AlphaGo without any problems...the result of this 
challenge was AlphaGo 4 - Lee Sedol 1. 
The only game that Lee Sedol won was because of what was called the "divine movement", a 
totally unexpected movement and which, according to AlphaGo's calculations, there was only 1 
in a million chance that a human would make it...this shows that in that �eld, in the �eld of 
improvisation, humans are better than machines.
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If you want to try playing Go there are many computer programs that are available in the 
o�cial repositories, I have personally installed qGo.
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R, https://www.r-project.org/, for those who don't know it, is a statistic program that won him 
the position of great alternative to the classic SPSS. The R statistical package is a statistical 
environment that includes data analysis and graphing tools. It is free software and runs under 
Windows, MAC OS and Linux. R is really a language and set of statistical modules that, by 
means of any of the interfaces that it has, allows to carry out data analysis and representation 
of the same ones.
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The Hispanic R Community, http://r-es.org/ has among its objectives to promote the 
advancement of knowledge and use of R programming language and the development of the 
profession in all its aspects, especially the research, teaching and business (extracted from 
article �ve of its Articles of Association).

 To this end, the Community organises conferences, courses, working sessions, local user 
groups, etc., and since 2009 has been organising national conferences, http://r-
es.org/jornadas/. The purpose of these courses is to provide a meeting point for R users, 
foster collaboration between them in a multidisciplinary environment, disseminate knowledge 
of the language and its possibilities and promote the use of R. The conferences have been 
held annually and uninterruptedly since 2009 in different Spanish cities, Murcia in 2009, Mieres 
in 2010, Madrid 2011, Barcelona in 2012, Zaragoza in 2013, Santiago de Compostela in 2014, 
Salamanca in 2015, Albacete in 2016 and the last ones in 2017 in Granada.

 On the Galician level, on 10 October 2013 the I Xornada de Usuarios R was organised in 
Galicia.

This day was born with the aim of uniting the entire community of users of R in a single forum 
in Santiago de Compostela, and with the intention of sharing the experiences and work carried 
out in our autonomous community and, in this way, having a global vision of the opportunities 
and �elds of action of this tool and interacting personally with the professionals who use it.

The I Xornada de Usuarios R in Galicia was attended by important professionals from the 
health sector, academics, researchers and public administration in general and business that 
are reference in Galicia in the use of this software, and open to anyone interested in knowing R 
could attend and participate in it.

The �rst edition was organized by MeLiSA (Asociación de Usuarios e Software Libre de Terra 
de Melide, http://www.melisa.gal/ ) within the activities included in an agreement signed with 
AMTEGA (Agencia para la Modernización Tecnológica de Galicia), with the collaboration of 
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CNTG (Centro de Novas Tecnoloxías de Galicia, https://emprego.xunta.es/cntxes-pro/), OSL 
(O�cina de Software Libre, http://osl.cixug.es/) CIXUG, and the Galician government.

With the same objective as the �rst edition, the second edition was organised in 2015 (1 
October), the third in 2016 (19 October) and the fourth edition so far (20 October) in 2017. The 
programmes for these four editions are available on the website https://www.r-users.gal They 
were always one-day edition, usually with a conference block with speakers of the style of the 
�rst one and training block with one or two courses/workshops, depending on the year.

In addition, in 2014 the fourth national edition were organized in Santiago. All its information 
can be consulted on the website http://r-es.org/tiki/VI+Jornadas. Part of the organising 
committee of this day is a regular part of the galician organisation.

The II Xornada de Usuarios de R in Galicia was held on 1 October 2015. It was organized by 
the Free Software Users Association of Terra de Melide (MeLiSA), and sponsored by AMTEGA 
(Xunta de Galicia).
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The 2nd Conference of Users of R in Galicia was organized by the Free Software Users 
Association of Melide (MeLiSA), and sponsored by the AMTEGA (Xunta de Galicia)

The �rst two days and the fourth national conference were held at the Centro de Novas 
Tecnoloxías de Galicia (CNTG) in Santiago de Compostela.

The III and IV Xornada de Usuarios de R in Galicia took place in the Faculty of Mathematics of 
the University of Santiago de Compostela.
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Miguel A. Rodríguez and Rafael Rodríguez members of the organization of the III Day

These last two editions were organized by the OSL - O�ce of Free Software of CIXUG and 
sponsored by AMTEGA.
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These last two editions have been organized by the OSL - Free Software O�ce of CIXUG and 
sponsored by AMTEGA.
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Inauguration of the IV Xornada of Users of R in Galicia. From left to right, Miguel A. Rodríguez 
representative of the scienti�c committee, Rosa Mª Crujeiras Vice-Rector of Communications 
and Coordination, Elena Vázquez dean of the Faculty of Mathematics and Roberto Martín of 
the Free Software O�ce of CIXUG and member of the organizing committee

The workshops that have been given in all these sessions were as follows:

Creation of packages, reports and bullet points with R in 2013
Raster Data Display in 2014 (IV national edition)
Predictive models with the caret package in 2014 (IV national edition)
Display of Time Series in 2014 (IV National Edition)
Receipt of coloR and visualization in R in the year 2014 (IV national edition)
From data to scienti�c publication: R, Markdown & Sweave in 2015
Introduction to R in 2016
Reproducibility in science with R in 2016
Introduction to R in 2017
Web Scraping in 2017
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Previous

Business that do <<not come out of the closet>>

Next

MIT or GPL, that's the question

Was this page helpful?
Let us know how we did

These days are broadcast live and then posted on the Youtube R Users Gal channel 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCG1_1eqe_KvoVByZeFFFErQ, to be available to the entire 
community.

Next article 
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